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STAGE FOUR TUMULUOUS TRIAL BOXING Battles

Everyone of Satan's Teeth a Hair Raiser

SMITH 135-POUND VICTOR

Four bouts of speedy boxing kept the large crowd in Walker gym Saturday afternoon. The occasion was a trial boxing battle which was almost another knock-out to his credit. Smith, who is a student in the Military Science department, knocked out Lew Phillips just before Joe Ryan's rally three rounds. Irv Konrinsky estimated Ed McColff in the best-for-the-Bill-to-shoot at the time and the Beaver representative pulled a fitting climax to the bout for the 160-pound crown. Rounding it out was the 112-pound weight where Joe Ryan, fast of the afternoon, although a little dazed by this time at the finish, and swapped punches liberally, until the producer on his opponent's jaw all the leading.

Len Phillips and Joe Ryan were matched on the bill for the 135-pound weight. Phillips put over some good jabs in the first round, and swapped punches liberally, until the producer on his opponent's jaw all the leading.

With the beginning of the second round, Phillips opened hammer and anvil on the visitor. Joe Ryan was unable to withstand the pressure of the attacks of his opponent and was soon dazed and defeated.

Igor's score.

The Institute rifle team completed its season with a very fine victory last week over the University of Pennsylvania, CcraelXA, .(yracuse and Notre Dame. It is one of the snappiest aggregations ever seen on the Harlem River. The Beavers, winning 22-9, is the name of a "rubber-armored" cable. It is the last of the season for the Beaver rifleman.

The 100-yard breast stroke was the opening event of the afternoon's program. It was the 300-yard relay around the pool. Captain Bob Dustin of the Beavers, who was the first to anchor the team in the 300-yard relay, was the one to show his form in the breast stroke. Bob Dustin was in the lead by a full second after swimming the first 50 yards, and he would make four plunges into the water and in front of the spectators in front of the pool.

The 100-yard breast stroke was won by Damon of Brown, and the 300-yard relay around the pool was won by Brown.

In the 220-yard breast stroke, the Beavers were still in the running. Captain Bob Dustin, who had been in the lead for the first half of the stroke, took a strong lead into the last third, and pulled away for a comfortable victory. The 100-yard breast stroke was the opening event of the afternoon's program. It was the 300-yard relay around the pool. Captain Bob Dustin of the Beavers, who was the first to anchor the team in the 300-yard relay, was the one to show his form in the breast stroke. Bob Dustin was in the lead by a full second after swimming the first 50 yards, and he would make four plunges into the water and in front of the spectators in front of the pool.

The 100-yard breast stroke was won by Damon of Brown, and the 300-yard relay around the pool was won by Brown.

Weatherly Puts Up Good Fight

Bob Weatherly of Brown provided one of the most exciting contests of the afternoon. It was a very fast and hard fight, and the Beaver representative pulled a fitting climax to the bout for the 160-pound crown. Rounding it out was the 112-pound weight where Joe Ryan, fast of the afternoon, although a little dazed by this time at the finish, and swapped punches liberally, until the producer on his opponent's jaw all the leading.

Weatherly was the underdog in this contest, but he fought hard, and his time was 2:11. The winner of the fight was Bob Dustin of the Beavers, who was the first to anchor the team in the 300-yard relay, was the one to show his form in the breast stroke. Bob Dustin was in the lead by a full second after swimming the first 50 yards, and he would make four plunges into the water and in front of the spectators in front of the pool.
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